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The Choice of the Proper Hefractor'""y" for the Casting of

High Melting Electropositive Metals"

(Report prepa.red JUr."'16 2.3.., 1950 for Battelle Institilte)
AF .3.3 (038)-37.36

By

Leo Brewer

AS titauillm.., zirconium, and other of the high melting electropositive

metals become more irr~ortant~ the problem of using suitable refractory materials

for thsdr easting becomes more important e This pa.per vlill discuss the method

of choosing a.rld testing possible container materials o To make the discussion

more specific;) titanium will be used as an example o

As titanium melts at 2000±looK o , it is immediately clear that one is

restricted to' refractoFy" materials melting considerably above 20000 K e This

greatly limits the possible materials that might be considered" The possibility

of using any pure high melting element can be quickly eliminated as titanium

reacts quite vigorously with, non-metals such as· carbon and due to its high

boiling point and therefore high internal pressure, one can predict that it

will dissolve even the most refractory metals" Examination of phase diagrams

confirms that even metals such as tantalum, tungsten, and rhenium would not be

able to resist attack by titaniumo

One is thus limited to high melting compounds such a.s the oxides» sulfides,

nitridesj.l carbides, silicides, and borides o The first consideration is that g

if possible!) one would use a compJu.nd Hhich is thermodyna,m..i_cally stable in the

presence of titanium metal at 2000°1(0 Titanium should not be able to react

with the refractoF.f to form a titanium compound" Thus ali compounds less stable

than the tita.niuIJl compound which Ga.n e::.dst in equilibrium with titanium metal

are ex(~luded.
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If one considers possible oXides v first then any oxide used must be more

stable than TiO o For TiO o 6H 8 ~ =124 kilocals o
- 29

Thus any oxide with a heat

of formation per gram atom of oXJTgen not considerably more negative than ~124

kilocalories would not be satisfactoryo The most stable oxides and their heats

of formation at 298°K o are a.s follows~ 1/2 Th02~ ~155 koals; 1/3 1a20
3

, -152

kcals, CaO fJ =152 lwa1s; BeO::> '-,14,7 kcals, Hg0:1 =144 kcals, 1i20, -142 kcals.

Some of' the other third groups oxides are almost as stable as Ia20
3

but will

react in a veF;f similar IllEiILYler 0 One 1.fould not consider an oxide .lith a heat

of formation more positive than -141 kca1s o since the reaction Ti(l) + MO(s) :::

TiO(s) + H(l) ,muld have a LlH less positive than 17 kilocalories o Since the

entropy change for this reaction would be smalls the equilibrium constant at

2000oK.. would be greater than 10=2" Even if one assumes compl.ete immiscibility

of the oxide phases s then one still calculates a mole fraction of M in the

titani'um mel'!::' of over 0.,01 taking RaO'LutVs Lavl for the liqtiid metals o Due to

the high solubility of TiO in titanium metalv the eXtent of reaction would be

even higher" Of the oxides listed abov8 v 1i2:O and HgO can be' excluded because

of the high volatilities of the metals at 20000 Ko The reaotionof the type

Ti(l) + MO(s) :::'I'iO(diss'olved in. Ti) 'of'M(g) wou.ld take place to a large extent

and would make these oxides 1IDsui'table o 'I'hus of all the possible oxidesl) only

Th02 .? LaZo3(or other rare earth oxidesb CaD" and BeO would even be seriously

considered as a container for molten titanhuuo

Of these four metals:> only Ga boils be1.ow20ClOoKo Let us consider the

magn.itude oftht:S; reaction 1i(1) + OaO(s) :::: TiO(dissolved in Ti) + Ga(g)e The

, h d . da· ~ th 0 - • " b B (1) tnecessary t ermo ynanucta lor .. s pure OXld.es 18 glven y reVTer excep .

f> Lh h t .f f"t" f' T" 0 "t'~" -" 'K 1" (?) B (3)·oru e new ea' 0 ,orma ·lon G "·,1 Ol;alne,Q by e .ley·~ I> rewer glveS

(1) L. Brevlerv UGRL-10L y July 191.80

;"

(2) Ko Ko ll:elley j) U0 So Burea.u of 1'·1ines v BerkeleY.9 Private Communication, 1950 0

(:3) Le Brsl'1er", National Nuclear Energy Series!! Vol" 19B9 Paper 3(1950)"
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the necessary data for the elements o For the reaction Ti(l) + CaO(s) ~ TiO(s)

+ Ca(g), one finds 6F~000 ~ 16 e5 kcals o Ehrlich(4) reports that samples of Ti

and TiO which are equilibrated at high temperature and then cooled to room

temperature for x-ray examination show a solid solubility of o~Jgen in the Ti

phase even beyond the composition TiO
O

•
4

• It is not known at what temperature

equilibrium was frozen and the temperature coefficient of solubility is not

knmm. J but it will be assumed that the solubility of the TiO phase in Ti metal

1:Jil1 be the same at 2000o K. as reported by Ehrlich for his experiments. The

phase in equilibrium with Ti metal has the composition TiOOo6e The variation

of the thermodynamic prop8rties across the TiO homogeneity range are not kn01in.

We shall use the data of Darken and Gurry(SJ for the FeO homogeneity range as

a guide to reasonable estimates for the TiO phase 0 At 1873°1\., the FeO activity

changes a factor of almost 6 for a change in the molal ratio of oxygen to iron

from 1.012 to 1.37. The type of bonding would be different to some extent in

the vicinity of Ti0006 compared to FeOl.012-1037' but we will assume a factor

of ten change in the TiO activity upon going from the composition TiO to TiOO•6•

It is verry likely to be smaller than this. Taking this value, we obtain for

1 0 67 Ti(l) + CaO(s) = 1.67 TiOO•6 (s) + Ca(g) or 2.5 Ti(l) + CaO(s) ~

2.5 TiOO•4(1) + Ca(g), 6F~oOO ~ 7 kcals o This would correspond to 0.24 atm.

Ga(g). One Hould expect very severe attack of CaO by molten titanium under

reduced pressures and very extensive attack even under the pressure of inert

gas if the rate of approach to equilibrium is rapid which will surely be the

case. It is clear that CaO vlould be ex-pected to be quite unsatisfactoryo

Let us now consider the remaining materials, Th02, la203, and BeO. The

volatility of the metal should be small for these compounds. There is the

(4) P. Ehrlich~ Zo anorgo Chemo~ 259~ 1 (1949).

CS) L. S. Darken and Ro vl o Gurry, J ll Am. Chern. Soc o, 68, '798 (1946).
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possibility of 101.1er oxides like ThO and LaO o Reliable data. are Dot available

for these compounds in the gaseouc' state o Gaydon (6) gives LlB "" 161 kcals o for

LaO(g) = La(g) + O(g)o If this value is correcto reduction of La 0 by Ti to
" 2 3

LaO(g) should not be serious o There is no evidence that ThO is very volatile

and its evolution as a gas should not cause serious attacko ThO is very

difficult to form even when Th metal is used to reduce Th02 so it should not be

formed when Ti metal is the reducing agent unless it is not necessary to form

a pure ThO phase.. If ThO can dissolve or react with the TiO phase or the Ti

metal.~ then its formation ca.n be important" The same would apply to the forma-

tiOD of LaO in the condensed phase o

Neglecting this for the moment~ let us calculate the extent of attack to

be expected if we assume that all products dissolve completely in the titanium

metal" 0205Ti(1) + lID(s) = 02,5Ti0004(1) + M(l) where Mis Be, 2/3 La~ or

1/2 Tho !J.Fo :;:= 24 for 1/2 Th J 20 for 2/3 La, and 12 kcals" for Be., If we
2000 .

assume HenryU s Law for the solution of oxide in Ti and Raoult as 1m! for the

solution of the metal in Ti.l> we calculate for thorium a molefraction of

0 0005 and for oxygen a molefraction of 0 0 01.. For beryllium, we calculate a

molefraction of 0,,12 for beryllium and oxygen" Lanthanum falls in between.

These calcUla.tions tend to indicate more attack than will actually take place

if the metal solutions have much of a~ positive deviation from Raoult r s Lavl.

In the cases of La and Th, one might well expect a positive deviation. It is

difficult to predict the behavior of Be in Ti"

These calculations are very rough", but in any case it is clear that even

with the most stable oxide refractories available.~ we can expect contamination

at least of the order of one mole percent o If the casting is done quickly so

that equilibrium is not a.ttained,9 it might be possible to lower these values •
....

,
(6) A.. Go Gay.don y Dissociation Energies) Chapman and Hal.ll) London (1947).
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In the calculations, it was asswned that la
2
0
J

, Th0
2

, and BeO were the phases

of narrow homogeneity range. Actually they must have appreciable ranges. The

above calculations apply to the oxide phases which have been reduced to the

metal high end of their homogeneity range. The ca.lculations would not apply

to oxide refractory containers prepared by firing in air. Such containers would

give u~ oxygen quite readily to the titaniunl metal until they were reduced to

the lower end of their homogeneity range.

Since oxide containers do noi appear highly promising, we might consider

whether other compoQDds might possibly be more satisfactory. If all elements

fell in ,the same order in regard to their electropositive character, regardless

of the type of solution or compolmd considered, then it is clear that the most

electropositive element would reduce compounds of all other elements and could

not be contained under conditions where approach to equilibrirun is rapid.

Fortunately, the order of stability of compounds of the various elements vary

greatly ,..lith the type of compound. Tables I, II, III, andlV show how the

heats of formation per equivalent of iodides, fluorides, oxides, and sulfides

vary with position in the periodic table. Only elements of the left hand

side of the extended periodic system are considered because all compounds

further to the right are much less stable. The data in the table~ were obtained

from Brewer, Bromley, Gilles, and Lofgren(7), Brewer(l), and Brewer, Bromley,

°11 d Lo (8)Gl es, an fgTen •

Examination of Table I shows that the region of greatest stability for the

iodides is the lower left hand corner of the periodic table at Cs and Ti is

(7) L. Brewer p 1. A. Bromley, P. Gilles, and N. Lo Lofgren, Nat. Nuclear Energy

Series, Vol. 19B, Paper 6 (1950).

(8) L. BreVier!' L. A. Bromley, Po Gilles, and N. L. Lofgren, Nat. Nuclear Energy

Series, Vol. 19B, Paper 4 (1950).
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Table I

~H298 of formation from I2 (g) in kcals/gram atom iodine.

1/2 Bel2 1/3 Bl
3~27(t2 -17.

1/2 HgI2 1/3 AII3
-50 .. 9 -33.

1/2 0a.12 1/3 ScI
-71.7 -50. 3

1/2 SrI
2 1/3 YI

3
~7505 -550

1/2 BaI" 1/3 raI3-79 ..8 "'- -63.

Table II

~H298 of formation in kcals/granl atom fluorine.

LiF 1/2 BeF2 1/3 BF3(g)
-145 ..6 ~1130.5 -91.

NaF . 1/2 lvIgF2 1/3 AlF3
-136 ..0 -131 .. 5 -1080

KF
"

1/2 CaF2 1/3 ScF3-,134.. 5 -145 0 1 ,-122 0

RbF 1/2 SrF'" 1/3 YF3
~·13302 141 r ~

- "'0) -132.

GsF 1/2 BaF2 1/3 LaF
3-131.7 -11",30 . -140.
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Table III

L!.H
298

of formation in kcals/gram a tom oxygen.

LiO BeO 1/3B 0.3
-]12.. .3 -147. -101~

Na 0 MgO 1/.3 A120.3 1/2 Si02-162 0 9 -143 .. 8 -133 0 0 . -104.

K ° CaO 1/3 Sc2o.3 1/2 Ti02 TiO
-§6..2 -151 ..7 -147. -112.8 -121~.2

Rb ° SrO 1/3 Y203 1/2 Zr02. ~8~o9 -140.8 -150. -129.5

cs~o BaO 1/3 18.2°3 1/2 Hf0
2-8 .1 -13.3. -152. -135.8

1/2 Th02
-155.

Table IV

L!.H298 of formation from S2(g) in kcals/gram atom sulfur.

PeS
-71.

Na S 11gS
-165•.3 -99.9

K;# CaS
·-10.3.4 -128.9

Rb2S SrS
~103. -128.6

CS~ BaS
-1 2.. -126.7

1/.3 Bl
3-37.

1/3 Alz'33
-114.

1/3 Ce
2
S

3-115.7

CeS
-133.4

1/23iS2
-32.5

1/2 ThS2
-85.

ThS
-120.
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very f'ar from the region of' maximum stability. Thus Ti does not easily reduce the

most stable iodides o It Ifill be noted that stability decreases as one moves

up\.Jard or to the right in the periodic table 0

Table II shows amueh different behavior o The region of maximum stabi-

lity is a ridge extending from 1i to Oa to La and stability falls off on either

side of' this line. The behavior of the alkali compounds is especially striking.

Vni1e the stability of the iodides increases from 1i1 to OsI,9 the reverse is

true for the fluorides o

Table III for the oxides shows a behavior very similar to that of

Table 11 0 One has a ridge of maximum stability stretching from 1i to Th.

Table IV also shows such a ridge for the sulfides, but it has been lowered

somewhat. Also the third%!,oup elements form stable dipositive sulfides whereas

no such phases a.re stable in the oxide systems.

Thus in fluoride and oxide systems, Ti is relatively a more powerfu~

reducing agent than it is in iodide or sulfide systems. Our object then is to

find a series of refractory compounds which has the region of maximum stability

as far away' as possible from titaniumo

Let us examine the factors which determine the region of maximum

stability and attempt to predict the region of maximum stability for carbides,

silicides, nitrides~ and borides o To properly understa.nd the variation of a

function as complicated as a heat of formation)) it is usually most convenient

to divide it up into the va.rious terms of the Born-Haber cycle as Brewer,

Bromley, Gilles)) and Lofgren(7) have done in Appendix 1. of their paper. Their

paper and the accompanying papers give all the necessary data required for the

Born~>Ha.ber cycle 0 Let us no"r consider the various terms which affect the

stability of allm.li meta.l. compolmds o First there is the heat of sublimation

of the metal vrhich decreases from lithium to cesium and therefore tends to make
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the stability of the compOlmds increase in the same order" Also the ioniza-

t.ion potentials of the gaseous atoms decrease from lithium to cesium and

therefore tend to IIk'1.ke cesiuTJl compounds more stable than lithium compounds.

The only other term ·",hieh varies when the alkali metal is varied is the lattice

energy of the compound. The lattice energy will vary roughly inversely with

the interionlc; distance or the distance from center to center of the ions o

Thus the in:::rease in size from lithium to cesium decreases the lattice energy

and tends t;) make cesium compoUl"'1ds less stable than lithium compounds" Thus

the treEd to hi;') expected depends upon '\Thieh shows the greatest variation from

lithiruD to cesiunl -. the l~ttice energy or the sum o~ the heats of sublimation

and ionizationo This depends upon the size of the anion. l{:hen the anion is,

large like iod.ide ion, then the fractional change in the interionic distance

in going from Li1 to OsI is rather small compared to the fraction change in

the :Lnt·srIanic distanc~ in going from .LIT to GsF.. Thus the variation of heats

of sublirrBt~l.on and ionizat.ion ouh18ighs the lattice energ:v variation for the

iod.ideE~ and the stability increases as one goes from lithium to cesium. In

the c.aS'3 of the fluorides, the lattice energy variation is largest and the

stability of' the eompounds, decrea.ses as one goes from lithium to cesium.. In

addition to the fractional change in the interionic distance affecting the

percent change:: in the lattice energy, another important factor affecting the

lattice energ-J is the cation-anion radius ratio. Hhen the cation-anion ratio

is quite sma.D. as in lithimll iodide for example the lattice energy is reduced

due to th.;; croVlding of the large anions.. The anion-anion repulsion prevents

the a.nIons from approaching the cation as clc'"1ely as they might like and the

e.ffe(~tivE: interionie distance is greater than-,he sum of the ionic radii ..

Thus t.he lattice energy does not imo,rease as rapidly as one might expect as

one redTi.3es the cation size. A large reduction in the cation--anion ratio will

ultimately .lE:;ad to a reduc~tion in c)ordination nu.mber I-Thieh vlill also result

in a .Lo1:i'er l:.q,ttice energy 0 The radius ratio effect supports the normal
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"'crend in "tb.e cu.se of ·t11e iodides T.rl1icll reS1.Ilts .in a 11igl1~;r sta.bility Ior GsI

relative to the elements tha.n f'JI' 1i1o Tc the case of the fluorides." the anion

repulsion effect is not important due to th,~ sn121.1.l size of fluoride ion"

Thus 1J"hene"Vcr the anion is large compared to the cation, "\,,[e Hill expect

th2 heats of sublimatior.l and ionization to fi-x the irend in stability of the

compo'Lmds which "l-lill normally re3v~t in an increase in stability as one descends

in the periodic: table or as one mC'\t()s to the left.. ~fuen the anion is not much

l.arger than the cation, the:,'l one lIould expect a reversal. One can expect to

find a critical ratio for 1:1h1c11 sEnll cations "\wuld shm,r the normal trend in

stability v,ihile larger ca.tions uonld 8hm.; the sa·-called abnormal decrease in

stability as one descends in the periodic table o

If one carries the above reasoning over to a.nalysis of thE< data for the

halides" oxides.9 and sulfides of the alk..q,li metals 1 allillline earth metals.:>

etc O ;! one can find a ready explanation for the trends in the heats of formation

itlhi(~h are noted in Tables Ij) II" IIIp and IV 0 Thus if 1i18 examine colwiID tl,fO

of Table IIp vie find the nOYTJal inerease in stability as one descends in the

periodic table from Be to Ga tihere OIle reaches a maX:lIn.wJl and then the s tability

decreases froll Ca to Be o There is enougb anion repulsion for cations smaller

than Ca to produce the normal trend o For larger cations)) the decrease in

lattiGe energy outl.reighs the change in ioniz3.tion potentialo

As the ~ize of the cation decrea.ses Hith increase in ehargej) one Hould

expect the cha.nge fran nor:rr.al trend to abnormal trend to occur Im-ler and lower

in the table as one increases thiS cha.rge of the cation~ Thus in Table 11)1

vJ8 see that evsn at Li j the Gi.ltion is not~ small enough to ha.ve given us a

reyersal in the trend o 'tTith the dipositlve ions" the maximun is reached at

Co. and "\-lith the tripositiv8 ions)) the maximw':l is reached at lanthamL'u. or louer o

The tetrapositive compollmls Sb01rl the normal continuous increase in stability
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as the siz8 of tb.e cation is increased.. The same is observed for the oxides

where the anion is also small.. 'Jlhus vIe see t.he e:x.:phm-tion for t.he ridge

of maxjJrLllliL stability ext~enc1ing from Li to Ca to La. to Th for the fluorides

and oxides!! whereas the large halides have their region of' ma.ximum stability

in the lower left hand corner of the periodic table.

It is of interest to note the effect of replacing oxide ion by the

larger s'ulfide ion. In going from sodium to cesium, the oxide stability

decreased by 21 lr..:ilocals ~ 'I'he sulfide stability decreased only by" 3 kilocals.

The larger sulfide ion has almost wiped out the abnormal decrease in stabi-

lity as one descends in the periodic table.. One '.fould predict that the

selenides will show an increase in stability from lithium to CeSiUlJlo In the

alka.line earth col:.:unn" the effect of anion repu~sion is seen clearly in

comparing the t:::'E:l1U from beryllium to calcium for both the oxides and sulfides.

The maximum for the sulfides is betvleen calcium and strontium.

If we now consider the series F, 0, N, C, and B, we would expect if

the bonding remained hrgely ionic that the ridge observed for the fluorides

and oxides would remain in roughly the same position o If general arrangelll;ent

and sizes remained the same, there would be no change in the lattice energy

upon replacing the singly charge F- ions by half as many doubly charged 0=

ions" The sizes should not vary greatly as long ~s one remains in the same

horizont~ row of the periodic table. However, it is clear from many

indications that the bonding does not remain so largely ionic vjhen one has

reached the carbides and boridea as one moves to the left in the table from

fluorine and oxygen o It is clear that the extra lid" electrons are partici-

pating in bonding of the carbides and thus there tends to be an increasing

stability of the lattice due to increasing contribut.ion of metallic bonding

as one moves from the extreme left of the table toward the ~latinum metals.
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This tends to move the ridge of' maxiJrlUm stability to the right o The theory

of the bonding in carbides is not \{ell enough advanced to predict the exact

location of the region of m3.xinru.m st~Jbility 0 Roue'Ter)1 He may ey.amine the

available data on the heats of forJna:tion at nitrides and carbides as given

by BreHerjl Bromley.l' Gilles)) and Lofgren (8) 0 The data aTe rather incomplete

and not too reliabJ(~~ The nitI'ides show a ridge of' maximum stability some-

what similar to the oxides but moved upw"lrd and to the right 0 It e:x:tends

from Be to La to Zr to U" It is at least clear from the rapidity wi.. th which

the hea.ts of formation a.re falling off as one moves away from the ridge of

maximum stability that one is not likely to rind a.ny useful refractories

outside of this narrou region of maximum stability 0 A detailed analysis of

the lattice energies of the nitrides indieates that the bonding is largely

ionic for the first three groups; so one might venture to predict that the

phosphide will have their region of ma,xirnum stability 1m-leI" in the tableo

It is clear that the nitrides "Tould not be suitable as containers for titanium

since titanium falls so close to the region of maximum stabilityo The

phosphides would be more practical than the nitrides just as the sulfides

would be more practical. than the oxides since the region of maximum stability

is farther removed from titaniumo

The data for the carbides are even more incomplete y but the region of

maximum stability a.ppears to be in the neighborhood of Tao The value given

for TiC appears out of line and it is likely that. the values for Zr and Th

should indicate much grea;ter stability ..

No quantitatbre data for the borides o!:' 8i1ioides exist;! but the quali-

tative data a·vailable give every indication t"bat a. ''iimilar region of maximum

stability exists and only the compounds from a very limited area of the

periodic table "IOuld fall "lithin tnis region o It is not possible to predict
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whether titanium would be further away from the region of maximum stability

of the borides and silicides than it is from tbe regions of maximum stability

of the sulfides and carbides o However, it is clear that the oxides and

nitrides would not be e:x.-pected to provide satisfactory materials. One would

hope to find the most satisfactory container materials from the regions of

maximum stability of the borides, silicides~ carbides, and sulfides. From

the work of BrewerD Searcy, Templeton, and Dauben(9) on the silicides, the

work of' Brewer, Sa\~er, Templeton~ and Dauben(lO) on the borides, and the

work of Eastman, BrewerD Bromley~ Gilles, and LOfgren(ll) on the sulfides,

this would limit one to the following compounds: Tafil±0.2' Mo3Si, TaJ3,

ZrB49 UB2., CeB,., GeS, ThS~ TaG 8 or compounds of elements very close
... 0 0 -1 0 0

by in the periodic table, although fur,ther considerations are necessary be-

fore they can be recommended.

Let us consider possible reactions of titanium metal with the above

compounds 0 The above discussion about relative stabilities of compounds was

based on beats of formation from the solid metals. The order of stability

would be greatly changed if the stabilities were considered from the gaseous

metals 0 However, all of the above refractories are compounds of relatively

non-volatile metals; so we do not have to consider the possibility of

reduction by titanium to form the volatile metallic element as we had to in

(9) Lo Brewer,? A. Searcy, Do H. Templeton, and C. Ho Dauben, paper accepted

by J o Amer. Ceramic Soc o ,? 1950.

(10) Lo Brewer, D. 1. SavJyer, Do Ho Templeton$ and Co Ho Dauben, paper

submitted to J o Amero Ceramic SOC 09 1950 0

(11) E. D. Eastman, L. Brewer, L. A. Bromleyp Po Wo Gilles 9 and N. L. Lofgren,

J. Am. Chem o Soc ov 72, 224.8 (1950); additional paper on thorium sulfides

accepted by J o Am o Chem o SOG o (1950); and paper on sulfide crucibles

submitted to J o Amero Ceramic Soc o (1950).
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the cases of alkali a.nd allmline earth oxides 0 Also for all of these com-

pounds" it is believed tha.t stable gaseous molecules etre of no importance;

so there can be no reduction to volatile compounds of lOl-wr oxidation state

as was possible \;fith some of the oxides 0 Therefore there are t\.J'O main

reactions we \-rill want to consider 0 TitaniUlll m.ight reduce these compounds

to solid phases of lower oxidation number or it might disproportionate these

compounds to remove SOllie of the metal and form a compouJld of higher oxidation

nmnber 0 These two reactions are illustrated by kn.O\ffi reactions in other

systems 0 Thus 2Ft + 4CeS == Cept,) + C8:1S4 and. Ge
3
S. + Ba == BaS + 3CeS o

~ J 4

Starting with the sulfides" vie might consider thE; possibility o.f this

type of reaction with titanium o There is no indication in the literatlJTe

of any very stable intermetallio compoUY".1d formed behJ80n Ti and Ce or Tho

Therefore.? it is not likely tha.t Ti will cau,se any a.ppreciable dispropor-

tiona:tioIl. o No phas8f of Im,Ter oxidation nU.i'"!1ber are Imovm in the sulfide

systems, so no reduction. 1Ayould be expected o

In the T8..-·0 system:; there is a lQ1.oJer phase:; Ta2C, and one might expect

reduction of TaG to Tar,C by 1"i. HO~,Je\r8rJl the TaG forms a solid solution
t::..

-"~~ 'I';C ·h"' Id L t"," T~0. "+h t t T' ~vrl,"u -'-' \>J lC.11 ID U S lJa ,l....lze _ a.v l,ll" respec: <0 32'"'. Ta;:p is just

barely stable with respect to TaC and it does decompose at high temperatures

peritectically. Therefore.? in the presence of 1'i)) one vlOuld expect Ta2C to

be u..rlstable by disproportiona.tionj) but TaG should. be stable and is therefore

the phase to use 0 This could be easily checked by heating Ta2C vTith '1'1

and TaO with Ti o

Sinee Ta,.-811+0 ? i:s the silicide of lQ1.-l8st oxidation munber in the
::> - o~

Ta~.si system.'! it should no"'"... be reduced b~- 1'.1 '1.,0 a lOHer· pha,se 0 There is no

indicilt.ion that it c1i.sproportionates r,;,asily, cut the:re is the possibility

that Ii ':,oulcl canso its c1i2proportiona,t,ion o 'Ihis c,)uld be easily dete:cmined
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by mixing 1'i pOiJder I·lith the }JO\Jdored silicide. If it does disproportionate,

t,nen T8.~i2'+iJ ~ would be tbe phase to use as a. container. No3Si appears to
....' -, 0_.)

be in the same position as Tat':Si1+O .~.a
,/ .-.,(,

Among the borides suggested above, CeB4' ZrB2, and UB2 are the phases

of lowest oxidation state mOwn for the systemo There is no indication of

ready disproportionation; so tbey should not mldergo either of the reactions

being considered. TaB is not the Im..rest boride of the tantalum system6 but

the ]o·,.;er borides all disproportiol'.ate readily and should be 1l.'Ylstable in

the presence of tit.aniD...'1l metal o

AitE:I' having tested the stability of the phase to be used as a con-

trtinel",',l one I'P1St be sure that there is not partia.l reduction "\-lith no pha.se

change. Thus if TaG vtere used as a Gontainer, one could be sure that titanium

'l-Tould react 1dth it to reduce the earbon to metal ratio since there is a

homogeneity range from TaG
O

•8 to TaGl •Oo Therefore, each of the phases

suggested above should be at the lower end of its homogeneity range in order

to minimize reduction. Also there may be some solubility of titanium car-

bide, sulfide;) etc. in tL:: corresponding container ma.terial.. This would

produc;;r3 a. tendency of the titanium to react to overcome the unsatu.ration.

This would have to be prevented by including enough titanium in the container

material to saturate it.. The simplest 1-JaY to inSlU'e that the container

material is at the lower end of its homogeneity range and is saturated with

titani'WJ is to heat the finely divided refractory material intimately mixed

Hith titanium powder and to determine by x-ray examination the composition

of the phase in equilibrium Hith titaL'1ium liquid.. This would be done

comparison of the observed lattice eonstant after treatment with the lattice

,::onstant of phases of Imo1:m composit1one

If the followi.ng procedures vJere follov18d, then one \-!ould have boride,
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sili0ide,? carbidE.? and sulfide container materials 1-111ic11 v,QuId be in

eqnilibril.JIIl III th tit3.11.i"UJil liquid dnd 1,.l11io11 Hould not take up any titaniurlo

Under those conditions the only limitation to th!;3ir success lvould be the

solubility of the refr"actory in the titf.cni"lxlYJ metal. S.ome tantalUtll and

silicon, for e)~mple~ would have to dissolve in the titaniwn for the

titanium. to be in equilibriwil Hith the containero If the container rr.aterial

is stable enough a.nd high-melting enough;) there is a good chance that this

solubility will be lovl. Also the rate of solution may be quite small if' the

container material has been stabilized by preparation of the proper composi-

tion as discussed above o

SU1f~1§:.J?X

It is very unlikely that Ti can reo..ct "lith any of the phases suggested

above as container materials to form either a new titanium phase or a new

ternary phase o If the container rnaterial has been stabilized by prior

treatment with titaniwu befors fabrication so as to be saturated ",ith

resp.'3(':t to titanimn, the container material shoul.d not. react with the titanium

in any way except fOT' some solubility of the constituents directly in the

titanJ.vL1 metal o If one constituent is dissolv.ing to a greater extent. than

the other, for example more Ta than Si from a tantalum silicide, it is

possible to decrease the solubility by taking a different concentration in

the ternary Ta-Si·-Ti homoeeneity range t<Jith a. IOHor Ta eontent o This "IOuld

increase the solubility of the 81 in the titaniillll metall' but the total con-

tamir13.t:'i.on could be redueed. As thermodynami.::~ data a.re not available for

the borid.es-, silicidef;, or' sulfides of titaniUIfL, it is not possible to make

ther-modynandc ca.lculations to predict. the equilibrium solubility of the
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• • ,-,,~. • 0 ~. • • -. r4)
S"tabi.1lz;ec;. eonta.lner materla..L lrl tltanJ..U1il meta.l. Ehr..Llch \ reports the

solubility limits of the lm'Test phases of the hydrogenl' oxygen 9 nitrogen,

earboL:J and boron systems of titanium in titanium. metel. The solubilities

Ol th~ phases suggested as container materials should be considerably less

than the solubilities of the pure titanium compounds o If the non-metal is

particu:l.arly undesirable in the tit;an.ium. metal, it can be decreased by

going to tl18 edge of the homogeneity range where it is lowest. Its reduc-

ti.on ',"[auld tv? a't the expense of increase in the metallic impurity"

The above phases offer the best chance of finding a container material

W'hi!~h will be thermodynamic..ally stable against attack by titanium metal.

However tita.nium. is rather close to the region of maximum stability of

the compounds ina'iler'Y case, and it is possible that the equilibrium solu-

bil:.Lty of the container material in molten titanium will be excessive o

It is re:-.onnnended that these materials be tried first. under conditions

which :make the reaction with t.ita.nium go as completely as possible. That is,

the p01,i'dered container material should be intimately mixed wit,h Ti powder

and taK,3r:~ t.:J. 2000QK o The results of experiments of that type will greatly

expedite the choice of a proper container material o

Exper:iments in which Ti metal is heated in a fabricated crucible are

not ·Fe.ry sa.tjsfactory for preliminary studies o Impurit.ies in the crucible

may often lead one to wrong conclusions about the crucible material o ThS

Y'l:;I'1!i2..11y '.':on'tad.ns a considerable amount o:t ThO"impurity.. Thus Ti heated
.0:;:

:Ln a. ThE ';:;rucible will dissolve o},.,"Ygen a.nd a test of the crucible which

mer.31y relies upon measurement of' the hardness or some general property

of tJ:-18 metal ~lhich ean be affected by any impurity does not indicate the

behmtior of ThS o Experiments with intimately mixed materials will give one

a. illIIGI'l better id.ea whether the cru.oihle material has been affected. Also
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it is easier to obtain the material purer in powdered. form than in the form

of a fabricated crucible. il.llother ot.jection to the use of fabricated cru-

cibles in preliminary work is that any material will contaminate an electro-

positive metal if it is not at the reduced end of its homogeneity range.

One must make preliminary studies with powders to determine what compositions

in the homogeneity range should be used for fabrication of the crucible.

Such preliminary studies with powders require some container for the

powdered mixtures. If available, the refractory material can be used as a

container. Thus if one is stUdying the reactien between finely divided Ti

and BeO powders, one would use a EeO crucihle. If the same refractory

material is not available, one can use some other refractory material since

the reaction between the powders will be much more ra:r:,id than the reaction

with the crucible. The interior of the powder can be examined to minimize

effect of the container.

In studies of the extent of attack of various materials, one should

know the effect of various materials upon the properties of titanium. Some

of the suggested refractory materials may c:iissolve to some extent in molten

titanium metal but will precipitate so completely upon cooling that the

titanium phase will be quite pure and the titanium might not be hardened for

example. If the refractory material present as intergranular material does

not harm the properties of titaniuITJ metal, then of course the refractory

material would make a tetter container than seme other material which

dissolves to a smaller extent but remains dissolved in the titanium and

causes a greater change in the properties of the titaniuIlJ metal.


